
  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #32 
  

 

Impression of déjà-vu? Feeling like an extra cast of “Groundhog Day”? That’s 

what Lockdown Redux does to you: the timing with Halloween could not have been 

better (so to speak). All the more reasons to enjoy your Sunday with the selection of our 

posts this week: from ESG packaging to Borat vs. Mulan and the lethal threat on movie 

theatres, French Digital Minister Cedric O and post-Brexit competition for start-ups, 

fitness tracker specialist Whoop turning into a Unicorn, Apple vs. Google, the way out of 

the triple shock to the automotive industry and mobility trends explained at ALD 

Automotive’s CMD on November 12 (https://www.aldautomotive.com/investors/capital-

markets-day) and more! Jagshemash!  

  

Have a good read! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 
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SMALL CAPS  

 

 

  

ALD AUTOMOTIVE (ALD FP - €4bn market cap) AT THE HEART OF THE CAR 

MARKET'S TRIPLE SHOCK AND THE MOBILITY MEGA-TRENDS 

Who said car leasing was not exciting? Few companies are currently in a position to come with 

positive newsflow in regard to their activity and ALD did just that with their latest preliminary 

trading update. It doesn't stop there: because they are so strongly positioned to take the pulse of 

the global car market from a leasing standpoint, ALD's Capital Markets Day on Thursday 12th of 

November focusing on Business Update and Strategy will be the chance to get management's 

outlook for the remainder 20202 - the "Year of the Triple Shock" (Covid 

impact+hybrid/electric+change in usages) - and beyond. It will also be a unique opportunity to 

peer into the strong underlying trends that are profoundly changing the automobile market for 

the long term - form the shift to electric and hybrid to digital platforms to new car sharing habits 

etc. Plenty of fuel, sorry food for thoughts on November 12! Inbound is providing advisory 

services to ALD FP 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

PACKAGING IS AS IMPORTANT AS THE PRODUCT 

When buying cosmetics, the packaging is as important as the content. It has not only to be nice - 

which is important because "I'm worth it" and you too! - but also to improve the quality, 

stability, and cleanness of the formula inside. And if it can reduce waste, it meets everything 

everyone wants from cosmetic packaging. 

Airless packaging combines all these possibilities in one pack, thanks to a dispensing system 

where the formula is never in contact with the air before application. It enables the use of a 
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variety of active ingredients while increasing their potency as many of them are sensitive to 

oxidation. By protecting formulas, airless systems also reduce the need for preservatives, 

answering the demand for "clean beauty" products. Waste reduction is an extra advantage, as the 

pump accesses more than 95% of the product. Another feature that is much sought-after in 

recent Covid times is hygienic application since the built-in applicator prevents the user to 

manipulate the bulk, which also safeguards its stability. 

Quadpack (ALQP FP) has been a pioneer in airless cosmetic packaging in Europe. It is currently 

working on extending its offer using more recyclable materials and metal-free airless packaging. 

Bravo! #quadpack; #sutainability 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  

 

       

UNCHAIN MY HEART? BLOCKCHAIN MY ART! 

Insurance giant GENERALI (G IM, €18bn market cap) is launching in France Arte Generali, its 

premium offer to HNWI clients owning art collections worth more than €500K. Beyond the 

usual insurance services, Arte Generali covers the transport of artworks but also offers a bespoke 

concierge-style service allowing to connect with professionals for art restauration, packing and 

storing. Last but not least, the Arte Generali app allows for collections to be remotely and almost 

instantaneously expertised using blockchain technology. These exciting developments vindicate 

Inbound's arguments about the stunning digital acceleration in art in its June White Paper and 

the impact of blockchain on insurance and wealth players offering concierge services to their 

premium clients (https://lnkd.in/g7TJKDb). As a cutting-edge blockchain specialist with its own 
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technology, ARTEÏA is way ahead of the game on those fronts as illustrated by its partnership 

with leading art insurance broker Eeckman (https://lnkd.in/ed2wK4F). Arteïa is truly where the 

art world is going. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

EYECATCHING $50M FOR PRIMARYBID BRINGS THE RETAIL INVESTOR 

CENTER-STAGE 

When PrimaryBid presented their wares at the Oct 2019 #MelloEvent (https://melloevents.com) 

in London, it was clear then that a business model putting retail investors on an equal footing 

with institutional buyers of fresh equity should both disrupt, and change, a long standing 

injustice . That a company with less than £1m of revenues to 31/03/19 can raise $50m 18 

#covid19 -ravaged months later, reminds how quickly great ideas can be delivered in these 

digital times. 

Behind the headline capital being delivered is an equally eyecatching line up of investors. For 

the 2nd time this month I see Fidelity Investments adding to their private capital interests and 

being joined by the venture arm of #ABNAmro. But more important is the sight of London Stock 

Exchange Group (LSEG) in support, rubber stamping PrimaryBid's mission to bring greater 

fairness and transparency and sending a message to other exchanges and all investment banking 

stakeholders as PB starts to internationalise. 

Big thumbs up from #inboundcapital. It should be noted that AIM listed #Aquis (www.aquis.eu) 

has similar ambitions. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

     

FEELINGS ARE OVER-RATED 
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Well done PROMUS VENTURES (https://lnkd.in/ePC3UNC) for having been among the early 

believers in digital fitness start-up WHOOP (www.whoop.com)! Following its latest $100m 

Series E funding, Whoop has reached $1.2bn valuation and therefore just made it into the prized 

Unicorn club! Success in start-ups is often more a marathon than a race and the Whoop success 

story started in 2012 when the first Whoop fitness trackers were launched, so one could call it an 

"eight-year overnight success". At the (regularly beating) heart of Whoop is the strategic 

ambition to measure and improve human health through unique and real-time data insights 

about our own bodies - instead of relying on what we "feel" they are telling us about strain and 

recovery. One more time WITHOUT feelings. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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HOW MUCH LONGER CAN GOOGLE RETAIN ITS DOMINANT POSITION? 

With a global market share outside China of about 90%, google is effectively a Monopoly and 

history has shown that monopolies rarely last more than 20 years. Complacency, technological 

shift, antitrust legislation and new aggressive start-ups eventually kick-in to shake up the leader-

board. 

Apple certainly has the power and the know how to take on Google, but other upstarts such as 

info.com and duckduckgo also have a good chance to make a dent into Google's dominance. 

After all, Google started as 2 university students who took on the giants of Yahoo and Microsoft. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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THE END (OF MOVIE THEATERS) IS NIGH! 

Have you seen the last Disney movie, Mulan? If you are a Disney+ subscriber probably yes, if not 

it is less likely. 

The fact that it was directly released on Disney+ and not in theaters in the States could change 

the way movies are now released. For Mulan, it was due to Covid-19 but it is a signal that more 

and more, platforms like Netflix and Disney will broadcast directly their movies on SVoD 

avoiding movie theaters. In any case, Mulan would not have been a great success even with a 

release in theaters as its star Liu Yifei supported the government’s violent crackdown against 

protestors in Hong Kong and the film’s end credits thank the PR arm of CPC Xinjiang Uyghur 

Autonomous Region Committee, where Uighur Muslims are being persecuted. 

Mulan's release on SVoD and the fact that Disney declared that it was speeding up its move 

towards streaming tell us that theaters should be worried. If Disney doesn't disclose how much 

money it made with Mulan it is probably that it doesn't want to tell its competitors as they 

would start to do the same. One of the big advantages of going straight into VoD is that 

marketing costs are much lower. Eventually, it seems that Covid-19 and SVoD will kill theaters. 

And I will miss them! #movies #SVoD #movietheaters 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

   

 

THE NEW BORAT SEQUEL IS A FLOP...NOT! 

It is a Great Success indeed!!! Borat (the sequel to the hilarious adventures of the Kazakh) did 

better than Mulan on its first WE of SVoD with 1.6m viewers compared to 1.12m for Mulan. To 

be totally honest, things were not totally comparable as subscribers to Disney+ had to pay an 

additional $30 to watch Mulan whereas it was free for Amazon Prime's subscribers to enjoy 
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Borat. 

Obviously, with the pandemic continuing to disrupt global theatrical distribution, performances 

of movies that are put straight into the home video market are, of course, being watched closely. 

And we will see after the lockdowns and curfews happening everywhere in the world if people 

are still keen to go to movie theaters or will definitely become couch potatoes. #streamingmedia 

#movietheaters 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound acts as Outsourced Investor Relations for Quadpack (ALQP FP). 

Inbound Capital is sole advisor to private company ARTEÏA.  

Inbound Capital provides advisory services to ALD Automotive (ALD FP). 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The information used in preparing this document was obtained either from public sources or from sources 

to which Inbound Capital have been authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no independent 
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or implied) is given by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, completeness or fitness for 

any purpose of this document. 
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